
Storage Solutions  
for every space.

High density  
storage solutions  
featuring 
technology



Spacefile’s Success Story

Our History

Evolving from our Supreme System heritage, Spacefile International Corp is a  
leading North American manufacturer of High Density Storage and Filing Solutions.  
For over 40 years, Spacefile International Corp’s ThinLine products have offered  
storage solutions to a wide range of markets including commercial, health care, 
government, education, institutional, and many other applications.

Spacefile developed the original Roll-Away II and Roll-Away III (now known  
as Bi-Files and Tri-Files) and continues to develop some of  
the most innovative storage solutions in the world. 

Our Large Mechanical Assist Mobile (SDS) and our  
Mini Storage Aisle (MSA) have also found great  
success in the market. In recent years, we have  
expanded our product offerings to include  
many custom design solutions. 

Spacefile continues to grow exponentially  
and increase its importance and presence  
in the international marketplace.

Our Mission

To achieve the material and information  
storage needs of our customers in the least  
amount of space possible. 

Spacetools – The Leading Edge of Design
Spacefile has its own custom extension of Configura CET Designer® loaded with Spacefile 
products. Spacetools by Spacefile offers space planning, product configuration and 
specification with stunning 3D presentations.

Spacefile Spacetools integrates high density storage  
solutions within a total design strategy. The dynamic  
and user-friendly extension allows users to change  
design features such as tier sizes and colors with the  
click of a mouse. Discover the attractiveness and  

accuracy of the Spacefile Solution in 3D.for



 

Bi-File & Tri-File
Bi-File and Tri-File Systems, 
previously known as  
Roll-Away II and Roll-Away III,  
are available with any of 
Spacefile’s ThinLine shelving  
and remove the need for an 
entrance or aisle access. The 
mobile system is on a  
mechanical track that allows 
you to laterally slide the front 
cabinet(s) aside to access the second or third row. Bi-File  
systems have two rows and Tri-Files have three rows of deep  
shelving, allowing you to double or triple your storage capacity.

Mechanical Assist Mobile  
(SDS)
The best solution for high density 
storage and filing needs is Spacefile’s 
SDS Mechanical Assist Mobile.  
This system comes available with  
single and double depth carriages  
up to 32 feet long and mechanical  
assist capability for easy  
carriage movement. Aisle  
locks prevent unwanted  
carriage movement and all  
ThinLine tier options are available.

Mini Storage Aisle (MSA)
The Mini Storage Aisle (MSA)  
allows you to push a narrow space to  
maximum capacity. Sliding single  
and double mobile units provide 
maximum storage with minimum  
space requirements. The MSA is a  
mobile (front-to-back) system  
available with fixed, single and  
double width carriages. Designed  
with anti-tip and anti-drift features,  
these sleek systems are safely designed  
for high traffic and heavy usage.
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Here are the Top 8 reasons you need Spacefile

Spacefile is the best choice for your high 
density storage and filing needs

Turn Key  
Solution: 
Spacefile and its  
strong dealer 
network provide a 
complete, finished 
solution including 
initial consultation, 
space planning, 
proposal generation, 
file conversion, 
manufacturing,  
delivery and  
installation. No other 
parties are required,  
as Spacefile and its  
dealers provide  
support long after  
our delivery to you. 2

Self-Leveling  
Fully Finished Floating Floors: 
Spacefile is the only manufacturer  
to offer a self-leveling fully finished 
floating floor on all of its systems. 
Because they are not attached to the 
floor, Spacefile’s systems can be easily 
moved, expanded and re-leveled  
without any floor construction or 
alteration. This is ideal for leased 
buildings, hospitals and  
heated/vented floors. 
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Height: 
Due to our  
ThinLine design, 
Spacefile can  
typically fit 7  
storage shelves in  
the same height  
our competitors  
require for only  
6 shelves. 
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Versatility & 
Efficiency:  
Spacefile’s custom 
applications are 
individually adapted  
to any dimension.  
All Spacefile products 
are modular and 
can be added to, 
moved, rearranged or 
reconfigured to meet 
changing requirements. 
Tiers are available in 
24”, 30”, 36”, 42” and 
48” width increments as 
standards, with various 
opening heights and 
depths for ease of use 
and improved efficiency.designSpacefile
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Top 8 reasons you need Spacefile (continued)

Accessibility: 
Spacefile’s products can be accessed safely  
and efficiently by people with wheelchairs.  
The high density storage systems are  
designed to be accessible to all employees  
and engineered to minimize space.

Security & Durability: 
Solid steel construction and  
interlocking one-piece welded assembly  
allow for security without the use of doors 
(PIPEDA & HIPAA compliant). Individual 
locked doors such as Tambour Doors can be 
added and we offer a variety of custom  
security and locking options. Spacefile is  
proud of the exceptional strength of its  
products and stands behind every system.
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Ease of Installation: 
Part of our turnkey solution is providing  
easy and worry-free installation. Our team  
of trained installers leads every project and 
our systems are easily and quickly installed  
on top of any surface. Shipping, delivery  
and installation will be seamless and   
timely for any size project.
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Environmental Consideration: 
Spacefile has demonstrated a thorough 
understanding of the green building  
practices and principles of  
LEED®. We use powder  
paint coatings that have  
negligible VOC content,  
steel has 42% recycled  
content, shipping  
materials are recycled  
and we gladly reuse  
our packaging.
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Modularity - 
solution that is right for you. Our modular systems can be expanded in length, depth or  
height and the tiers can be attached to any mobile system, protecting your investment.

What do you want to be when you grow up?   

  

Before Laminate Panels After Laminate Panels

grows with 
you!

...to  
Bi-File/

Tri-File...

From  
Static...

...to  
SDS and  
beyond

Flexibility -  
 

IF YOUR STORAGE NEEDS ARE EXPANDING AND YOUR SPACE IS NOT, WE CAN HELP




